Coupling-based Huygens' meta-atom utilizing bilayer complementary plasmonic structure for light manipulation.
Huygens' meta-atom is the basic building unit of Huygens' metasurfaces allowing for almost arbitrary wavefront shaping across a surface. We here present a kind of Huygens' meta-atom by coupling a nanodisk to its Babinet-complementary structure (nanohole), and develop an optical lumped nanocircuit model to analyze vertical and lateral coupling effects and resonance frequencies. Simulation results show that the tuned coupling via lateral misalignment between the two nanostructures is sufficient to shape the wavefront without changing the dimensions or orientations of antennas. By tuning the coupling via lateral misalignment, we design a reflective gradient metasurface based on one coupled mode and a high-efficiency transmissive gradient metasurface working in the spectral overlap of electric and magnetic resonances to realize beam deflection. The proposed coupling-based Huygens' meta-atom is a new building block for plasmonic metasurfaces with enhanced light-matter interactions, high-efficiency and almost arbitrary wavefront shaping over the full electromagnetic spectrum.